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Abstract
With this research we would like to validate the feasibility of freight volume estimation on major highways
links from accurate but sparse sensor data, by studying a restricted control area covering approximately
12 square miles around the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach where freight volume is most relevant.
We researched creating a real-world dataset of real-world data in this region, however, due to the COVID
19 pandemic we had to limit the collection to publicly available Caltrans CCTV video footage and leveraged
our ADMS traffic database to generate synthetic data. We have implemented state-of-the-art computer
vision algorithms, which were used to classify trucks and define truck categories optimized for best
performance. These results show that it is feasible to use CCTV cameras to detect and classify trucks and
that the process can be fully automated. In parallel, we created a truck simulator to generate realistic
truck trajectories between predefined locations, and developed algorithms to estimate freight on links
with different heuristics. Our approach provides the best results by relating compatible observations
across sensors using travel-time information estimated on current traffic conditions. Our preliminary
results show that freight volume estimation on major highways links is feasible.
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Research Report
Executive Summary
Freight traffic in urban areas has a huge impact on traffic, health, and the infrastructure. The
COVID-19 pandemic has significantly affected shopping behavior, which in turn has impacted
freight traffic, specifically with online shopping and the increased demand for home delivery of
goods. This trend is building on the continuing growth in e-commerce sales: according to the
United States Quarterly E-Commerce Report, e-commerce sales in the United States have
increased at double-digit rates for the past two decades. Therefore, monitoring freight traffic in
metropolitan areas is becoming increasingly important for state and local policy making, to
alleviate congestion, limit emissions (e.g., Port of Los Angeles Clean Truck Program) and plan to
maintain roadways. One of the most challenging problems in urban transportation planning is
the lack of fine grain data on freight movements. Cities and regions do not know how many
trucks operate in the region and have only limited information on freight flows. A particularly
important information problem is the absence of a consistent and current source for freight
volume and origin-destination data. Without such information, it is difficult to manage or plan
for freight in metropolitan areas. This research is aimed at developing a method for generating
freight (truck) volume and origin-destination estimations at the traffic analysis zone level from
streamed data so that estimations can be constantly updated. Specifically, we seek to learn if it
is possible to automate the estimates of time-dependent flow of trucks and the OD matrix
(number of trucks traveling from each origin to each destination) and find out what is the most
accurate way to do so. The lack of fine grain truck flow data limits the research that can be
performed and leads to the proliferation of one-off studies. Examples of existing data in Southern
California include special surveys to generate information on port related truck trips, or to
document truck traffic associated with warehouse clusters, RFID sensors at the ports of LA and
LB, WIMS stations, UCI TAMS [5, 6] sensors using existing inductive loop sensors. Currently,
precise freight information can only be achieved in the vicinity of the sources of information over
the highway network where it is most useful, and therefore will remain a restricted source of
information only locally actionable. One strategy for solving the freight data problem is to obtain
more data, which we propose to do by applying modern image learning algorithms on currently
deployed CCTV cameras to detect and classify truck class of interest. To extend freight volume
estimates to an entire highway system away from where the truck sensors are located, we
propose to develop algorithms that take into consideration the traffic conditions to estimate
travel time and reconcile observations for compatible truck types. We developed and tested our
freight volume estimation models with synthetic data from a truck simulation software we have
built, that we hope can also be useful to Caltrans to utilize our research results and as a planning
tool. The outcomes of this research can provide a valuable tool for transportation planning, a low
cost, always current best estimate of freight flows on the highway and arterial system which can
reveal spatial patterns that can help gain valuable insights into the impact of freight in the entire
Los Angeles Metropolitan Area.
7
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Introduction
The economic and social cost induced by freight traffic remains a major concern of the
policymakers and all citizens in Los Angeles with the port of Los Angeles ranking number one
container port in the United States each year since 2000, and air cargo from LAX, the fourthbusiest airport in the world and second busiest in the United States, and 10th in the world in air
cargo tonnage processed, with more than 2.4 million tons of air cargo in 20181. While vehicle
traffic has been largely reduced due to the pandemic in 2020, Los Angeles is still ranked as the
most congested city in the U.S. according to TomTom Traffic Index Ranking2. With the COVID-19
pandemic we have also witnessed an increase in e-shopping triggering a corresponding increase
in the transport of goods. One potential tool to help understand and mitigate the effects of
freight is a data-driven freight volume tracking system. Because truck information is sporadic and
limited, accurate freight volume models require (i) more data sources and (ii) extending the truck
observations at the sensors to the entire road network.
Today, we use surveys and region demographics to estimate OD Matrix leading to raw spatial
and temporal freight information. [13] have addressed the lack of resolution, by proposing to
estimate a 24/7 OD Matrix, casting the problem as a minimization that accounts for traffic
volume in addition to survey and region demographics information. Still in this work truck
volume is inferred rather than observed and there is no differentiation between types of trucks
as the traffic information provided from traditional induction loop sensors is not able to
differentiate between vehicle types. Instead in this research we want to analyze truck data
obtained directly from sensors to estimate the flow and OD matrix at a finer temporal and
spatial resolution. For this we leverage existing truck sensors such as TAMS, WIMS and RFID
that can provide very accurate information and research how CCTV sensors used for monitoring
can be leveraged to augment the existing sources of information.

To validate the feasibility and automation of freight volume estimation on links from accurate
but sparse data sources (e.g., WIMS, CCTV), we focus on a restricted control area in the Los
Angeles metropolitan area where freight volume is most relevant. We considered an area
covering approximately 12 square miles around the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach for
which Caltrans and UCI can provide sensor data. Due to the COVID pandemic collecting a data
has proven challenging, therefore we modified our research strategy to be able to proceed with
limited data by (1) generating synthetic datasets on the area of interest that can be used to train
and verify different freight volume estimation models, and (2) leverage existing Caltrans CCTV
video footage from public Caltrans feeds to investigate cameras can be used to provide truck
observations (i.e., timestamp, truck type and truck type confidence). One advantage of this
approach is that we will be in a better position to understand what data to collect and how to
use the data to validate our work with future studies.
Specifically, the project includes the following five tasks:
1
2

https://www.lawa.org/News%20Releases/2019/News%20Release%2018
https://www.tomtom.com/en_gb/traffic-index/ranking/?country=US
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•
•
•
•
•

Task 1: Truck classification from CCTV video
Task 2: Traffic-aware freight simulation
Task 3: Freight modeling from sensor observations
Task 4: Freight volume visualization
Task 5: Final report
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Truck classification from CCTV video
The problem we are trying to solve within this task is to detect and classify trucks given an image
that is manually extracted from the CCTV video footage. We are working off still images as this is
a prospective study to investigate the feasibility of using these sensors to provide truck
observations for our freight volume modeling algorithms, with the idea that if successful we will
extend the methods to using videos and select for each observation the best view to use for the
classification task.

Method
We initially started on this task by defining a simplified set of initial truck classes of interest to
Caltrans that we modeled off the US DoT vehicle types as shown in Figure 1. These classes were
defined on trucks and if articulated or not, while DoT vehicle classes are based on the number of
axles, which is not usually visible in Caltrans videos.
We based our initial choice of detection and classification on state-of-the-art YOLOv3/Darknet53 algorithms. While some work in classifying pickup trucks and vans exists, it does not support
the truck classes we would like to cover. Also, in previous work YOLOv3/Darknet-53 are trained
with publicly available databases that contain footage with different angles than the typical
Caltrans videos and that do not label trucks with the needed number of classes. In fact, our truck
classification problem is different from existing studies found in the literature, in that (1) CCTV
cameras capture footage in a variety of angles, (2) class of truck usually depends on the number
of axles but is not always seen and (3) no available labeled datasets.
Figure 1. Simplified truck classes

We therefore have built a new dataset by capturing CCTV footage from Caltrans CCTV Map [7]
which we used to create a set of labeled image frames for training and a separate set for testing
the algorithms. The initial set of labels was set to three classes, small (lightweight, e.g., vans,
pickups), medium (heavy-duty non articulated, e.g., delivery vans) and heavy (heavy-duty
articulated trucks). After testing and examination of the model performance and misclassified
trucks we have iteratively improved the performance by fine-tuning the parameters of the
10
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algorithms and optimizing the classes, so they are better adapted to visually discriminate the
trucks based on the image features.

Experiments and Results
We have iterated through 4 versions of the datasets, updating the class definitions to improve
classification performance as summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Labeled datasets v2-4
Dataset v2

Dataset v3

Dataset v4

# of images

1253

1253

1253

# of background images

300

300

300

Total # of images

1553

1553

1553

articulated_truck count

1029

1029

articulated_truck_front count

634

articulated_truck_rear count

395

single_unit_truck count

922

922

single_unit_truck_front count

501

single_unit_truck_rear count

421

lightweight count
van count

866
225

van_front count

128

van_rear count

97

pickup count

641

pickup_front count

253

pickup_rear count

388

Performance results were obtained by implementing TruckCV, a YOLOv3 model initialized from
pre-trained Darknet53 weights, using 10% of the dataset for testing and 5% of the dataset for
validation. Figures 2-4 present the performance metrics for datasets v2-4 in terms of: precision,
recall, F1-score, average precision (AP), and mean average precision (mAP). With each dataset
iteration we have introduced new labels to improve classification performance. For example, we
added front and rear labels as trucks appear visually different depending on the highway
direction they travel. Appendix A presents for datasets v2-4, image frames annotated with
classification results showing how the trucks in the images were labeled.
11
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Figure 2. Dataset v-2 performance results

Figure 3. Dataset v-3 performance results
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Figure 4. Dataset v-4 performance results

Conclusion
As seen in the performance results, the addition of the front and rear sub-classed generally
improve performance (e.g., articulated_truck_front class of dataset v3, achieves 90.9% average
precision, while articulated_truck of dataset v1-2 only achieves 86.1%). We are in the process of
further revising the dataset to add images/examples and revise labels. Adding labeled images is
needed for some classes to improve performance as we have very few examples (e.g., vans and
pickups), and to deal with rare cases where trucks and vehicles are recognized as single trucks
(some examples of which can be seen in the classified images of Appendix A). Also, labels
correspond to trucks that are not fully in the image frame or appear very small need not to be
considered. With our future work we have started to explore strategies to go from images to
video, by implementing continuous detection and classification where we track/deduplicate
objects and implementing an adaptive frame selection mechanism to choose the best frame to
use to classify a given truck. Finally, we are looking at selectively enable/disable classifier labels
based on the direction of travel, either by using the tracker to infer direction or by matching to a
known label corresponding to the side of the highway the truck is traveling, e.g., if the truck is
moving away from the camera we will use _rear labels and if the truck is moving towards the
camera we will use _front labels to classify. We expect these developments to resolve
misclassification issues such as those seen in Appendix A, where the classification fails because
the truck is too small in the image and/or is detected together with another object or is detected
as rear when traveling towards the camera and vice versa.
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Traffic-aware freight simulation
We describe here after the main features of the freight simulation software we have developed.
The purpose of the simulator is to generate synthetic data to help us develop and test our truck
flow estimation algorithms.
Unlike existing traffic flow simulators that simulate the traffic, our freight simulation simulates
the trajectories of trucks using our real-world traffic data that we provide, and sensors locations
and truck observations at each sensor including a time, a type of truck and a confidence for that
truck type.

Method
We have developed a parameterized truck simulation taking in input real-world historical traffic
information to generate truck trajectories assuming departure times and locations of the trucks
and destinations and assuming trucks travel according to traffic speeds. Using real-world traffic
information will allow us to test the algorithms under different traffic conditions. The simulation
can also take as input a set of sensor locations to produce truck observations based on the truck
trajectories. Both the truck destinations and the sensor locations can be specified with
configuration files or generated using an algorithm that randomly puts them on the map within
a highway link while considering the direction of travel. For traffic information we leverage our
ADMS database to (see Freight volume visualization for details). The simulator was developed as
a command line tool in Java, with configuration files in JSON format (spatial data is encoded in
GeoJSON a standard geospatial format for mapping).

Experiments and Results
Using the freight simulator, we have generated a number of datasets, e.g., we generated
synthetic datasets that were used to test our freight volume estimation algorithms, by varying
the number of sensors with values in the set {100, 150, 200, 250, 300}, and number of trucks with
values in the set {250, 500, 750, 1000, 5000} and considering one origin at the Port of Los Angeles
(simplified test case). Simulation configuration data and synthetic datasets can be visualized
using a freight visualization dashboard we have developed and presented in detail in a later
section.

Conclusion
We expect to expand the capabilities of our freight simulator and test our predictive algorithms
on a variety of conditions (e.g., different traffic conditions, sensor layout, algorithms parameters)
to gain insights into improving volume estimation performance and help Caltrans understand our
research and its implications, e.g., as a planning tool to understand how many sensors are needed
to achieve a certain level of estimation accuracy or what is the estimation accuracy that can be
achieved with existing layout of sensors.
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Freight modeling from sensor observations
In this section we present our approach to model freight volume from truck observation provided
by sensors on the road network.

Method
The purpose of developing predictive freight models is to examine the feasibility and estimation
accuracy that can be achieved. Specifically, we would like to learn if it is possible to accurately
estimate the time-dependent flow of trucks in a road network and if it is possible to accurately
estimate the OD matrix (number of trucks traveling from each origin to each destination). In
addition we would like to learn what is the best/most accurate way to achieve these objectives.
Related work includes truck flow estimation works such as the Heavy-Duty Truck (HDT) Model
developed as part of SCAG [8, 9], and air quality works from Perugo et al. [10, 11, 12]. Available
sensors in the region of interest (12 sq. miles around the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach)
includes the following sensors.
RFID sensors: very accurate truck classification. Typically available at port exits. Provides
information for <location, timestamp, truck_type> + <truck_id>, for specific truck ids.
Weigh-in-motion (WIM) sensors: very accurate truck classification. Sparse but provides
checkpoints with information for <location, timestamp, truck type> + <truck id>.
TAMS sensors: very accurate truck classification. Sparse and probabilistic, provides information
for <location, timestamp, truck_type, truck_type_probability>.
CCTV cameras: variable accuracy truck classification. Sparse and probabilistic, provides
information for <location, timestamp, truck_type, truck_type_probability>.
Inductive Loop Detectors: traffic information only (speed and occupancy).
Double Loop Detectors: e.g., Caltrans vehicle counting system.
We formalize the flow estimation problem by considering a number of sensors, each providing
truck observations in a tuple form:
<location, timestamp, truck_type, truck_type_probability>
For example, in the case of an RFID sensor all tuple fields are precisely known with a truck type
probability of 1. Given a number of such observations we seek to predict truck flow for all links
in a given road network. We have developed three approaches:
Baseline: only estimates at edges where data is sensed.
FlowPath: extrapolates flow based on logic.
Reachability-based: extrapolates flow based on travel time, i.e., computing if observations can
be reached taking into account existing traffic conditions.
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Experiments and Results
Evaluation is conducted for the three approaches on the synthetic datasets generated using our
freight simulator. We report on performance using the following metrics: percentage of graph
edges in estimation that exist in ground truth (Precision), percentage of graph edges in ground
truth that are in estimation (recall), Mean Absolute Error of flow estimation (MAE), Mean
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). We have experimented by varying the number of sensors and
the number of trucks Figures 6 and 7 shows the maps of estimated link flows obtained for 200
sensors randomly distributed and 1000 trucks, and 300 sensors randomly distributed and 1000
trucks respectively. Both datasets consider one origin located at the Port of Los Angeles and the
same set of 30 destinations. Performance statistics are printed below each figure. Our results
indicate that the Reachability-based approach provides the most accurate and most complete
estimations. While Flow Path and Reachability-based perform equally well in terms of precision
of the estimate (97-98% and 94-95% respectively) and the recall rates are greater for the
Reachability-based algorithm (25-37% and 63-75% respectively).
Figure 6. Experiments with 200 sensors and 1000 trucks
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Figure 7. Experiments with 300 sensors and 1000 trucks

Figure 8 presents bar charts for experiments with varying the number of sensors and trucks
respectively. We observe similar patterns where the Reachability-based outperforms the other
approaches with the Flow Path as the second-best performer across all metrics.
Figure 8. Experiments with varying number of trucks (top) and sensors (bottom)

Conclusion
We have shown that with these initial experiments that a relatively large number of sensors
allows us to automate the estimation of truck flow on highway links. These estimates can produce
hourly truck counts on each link of the highway continuously, provided the sensor observations
are available. With our future work we will relax the hypothesis made (one truck origin, truck
class probability set to 1.0) and explore failure modes. For example, when no sensors are
available on the segments leading to two separate destinations, we have adopted a greedy
approach to decide which segment a truck needs to travel; this leads to errors. Instead, we will
18
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explore how a probabilistic approach can lead to better prediction performance. Another
possible solution that we will explore is to place sensors strategically, so they maximize the
predictions precision and recall. This last approach can be of interest to Caltrans to optimize
sensor placement in an eventual deployment. Finally, with this experimental set-up we can
investigate what sensors are most practical and useful to use.

Freight volume visualization
We develop both the front-end dashboard and back-end services to understand the simulated
data and results of the algorithms. We hope this tool can be useful to Caltrans to understand the
value of our research and as a planning tool.
The tool interfaces with the ADMS Database to obtain the traffic data to visualize.
ADMS Database. With our partnership with the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation
Authority, we developed a large transportation data warehouse called Archived Traffic Data
Management System (ADMS). The ADMS Database stores the bus and traffic flow information.
This dataset includes both sensor metadata and real-time data for freeway and arterial traffic
sensors (approximately 16,000 loop-detectors) covering 4,300 miles and 2,000 bus and train
automatic vehicle locations with an update rate as high as 30 seconds. We have been
continuously collecting and archiving the datasets mentioned above for the past 12 years. These
datasets are used to train and test our traffic forecasting and Bus ETA models.
Web-based UI. To display the synthetic data and the results of the predictive models we built a
comprehensive dashboard. The dashboard includes a screen that displays available simulation
parameter files listing their main parameters (i.e., seed used to randomize, number of origins,
and destinations, number of sensors, number of trucks, departure times, start and end time) as
shown in Figure 9. Once a simulation is loaded the user can examine all the parameters using a
map and a table. For example, clicking on truck will display the simulated truck trajectory in the
map with the corresponding sensor observations. Figure 10 shows this display screen where the
user can control the information displayed on the map using an interactive legend. Finally, the
picture of Figure 11 shows a screen dedicated to display and compare volume predictions in a
side-by-side fashion, e.g., to allow the user to visually examine the differences between the
ground truth (the actual simulated data) and the prediction (produced by freight volume
modeling algorithms). We also support displaying model performance metrics (e.g., confusion
matrix) and examining discrepancies with the ground truth for individual trucks. Finally, a
dedicated view allows comparison of ground truth and predicted OD matrix.
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Figure 9. Truck simulations listing screen

Figure 10. Truck simulations listing screen
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Figure 11. Freight volume results comparison screen

Conclusion
In summary, we developed an approach for freight volume modeling and for classifying trucks
from CCTV cameras. Because of the lack of real-world data, we have developed a freight
simulator that creates synthetic datasets under different scenarios of number of trucks and
sensors based on historical traffic data. Our freight volume modeling experiments were
conducted on a restricted control area covering approximately 12 square miles around the Ports
of Los Angeles and Long Beach where freight volume is most relevant. The approach is capable
of handling large road networks and can provide the most accurate predictions when compared
to baseline approaches. The CCTV truck classification results show that it is possible to repurpose
currently deployed Caltrans monitoring cameras for counting and classifying trucks.
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Data Management Plan
Products of Research
We have assembled a dataset of labeled truck images of Caltrans online CCTV cameras that can
be used to train truck detection and classification algorithms.
We created algorithms to estimate truck flow from sensor observations.
We created a truck simulator that uses real-world traffic data to generate synthetic truck path
and sensor observations.
Data Format and Content
We will describe the format for the data that is part of this research as we release the datasets
publish the algorithms. The truck simulator will be made available on request.
Data Access and Sharing
We have published the finalized truck image dataset online for researchers to access at
https://bit.ly/3IMfbYh. The dataset contains training, validation, and test images. Readme files
provides details about the dataset.
Algorithms for truck flow prediction and truck simulation will be publish online in workshops or
conference papers.
Reuse and Redistribution
The image dataset will be provided as is under GPL license terms.
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Appendix
Examples of classification results obtained on single images extracted from CCTV footage for the datasets
v2-4.

Dataset v2
Classes annotations: lightweight single_unit_truck articulated_truck

a
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Dataset v3
Classes annotations: pickup single_unit_truck articulated_truck

a
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Dataset v4
Classes annotations: pickup_rear articulated_truck_front articulated_truck_rear

a
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